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ABSTRACT

In this paper I describe the application of machine�vision
techniques to video coding in order to create what my re�
search group calls object�oriented television� where mov�
ing scenes are represented in terms of objects �as recov�
ered by analysis methods�� Beyond data compactness�
such a representation o�ers the ability to add new de�
grees of freedom to content creation and display�
I discuss some of the scene analysis problems �par�

ticularly ��D and ��D model�	tting and object segmen�
tation� and the algorithmic approaches my group has
taken to solve them
 suggest computational strategies
for compact� powerful� programmable decoding hard�
ware �particularly stream�based computing combined
with automatic resource management�
 and demon�
strate some of the applications we have developed�

� INTRODUCTION

Analysis�synthesis� model�based� or object�oriented
video coding methods are those in which moving scenes
are represented in terms of objects �as recovered by anal�
ysis methods� and scripting information that tells how
these objects are to be rendered and processed for dis�
play������ These methods are distinguished from typi�
cal current digital video representations in which image
data are segmented into regular arrays �e�g� blocks of
pixels� that are de	ned a priori by the algorithm and
do not correspond to scene content�
Most interest in analysis�synthesis video coding has

been in the context of very low bit rate video compres�
sion� such as in videotelephony� My research group has
instead been applying these ideas to higher�rate and �
quality television� not only to achieve bitrate reduction
but also to investigate the additional abilities such a rep�
resentation will give the content creator� and the new
forms of interactivity and personalization it will enable
if transmitted to a computationally powerful receiver�
Features of concern to the content creator might

include asset management �intelligent search through
video databases and reuse of elements�� greater editing
abilities �computer�graphics�style modi	cation of video
from real scenes�� and ability to create responsive con�

tent �video that adapts to di�erent display sizes or view�
ing circumstances�� The last of these is also a bene	t
to the viewer� as would be enhanced interactivity� and
dynamic assembly of content on the �y from disparate
elements�
Success of a system as described above will require the

development or improvement of several critical technolo�
gies� Scene analysis methods must be able to integrate
observations across space and time in order to form a
scene model which can then be decomposed into objects�
A data syntax� and a storage and distribution system�
must be able to handle video in such a form� Finally�
a display must be powerful enough to perform real�time
re�creation of images from the received model� and �ex�
ible enough to decode a variety of possible representa�
tions that might have been determined to be optimal by
the encoding process�

� ANALYSIS

Assuming the capture system is one or more ordinary
video cameras �and this does not have to be the case

we have also experimented with active range	nders for
this application ����� the input to our analysis process
is a series of ��D observations taken from one or more
viewpoints at regularly spaced temporal intervals�
I propose that two classes of operation are required

to move from these image sequences to an object�based
representation� observation integration and object seg�
mentation� I will discuss these individually� but over�
all they must be considered not as totally independent
steps� but rather as cooperating with each other� possi�
bly inseparably as in some iterative algorithms�

��� Observation Integration

Compactness and modi	ability of the video data are en�
abled by the 	nding of correspondences among observa�
tions of a moving scene� whether from one camera at
di�erent times� spatially separated simultaneous cam�
eras� or current observations and a priori knowledge�
Many machine�vision techniques �e�g� structure�from�
motion� stereopsis� depth�from�focus� motion modeling�
can be seen as examples of this concept� This integra�



tion process doesn�t have to operate on only the input
video frames� but might be aided by other cues such as
instrumented cameras that can sense position or accel�
eration� Such a camera constructed at the MIT Media
Laboratory is equipped with miniature accelerometers
and gyroscopes���� As it is necessary to perform a dou�
ble integration to convert acceleration to position� and
as this process is quite sensitive to noise and limited
computational precision� we found it very useful to in�
corporate the result of video egomotion algorithms along
with the information from the mechanical sensors�
The goal of the observation integration process is the

production of a merged database fromwhich the original
observations can be reconstructed� but also from which
other observations might be synthesized� A recent re�
search project from my group illustrates this idea� and
also provides an example of what we have called human�
supervised scene analysis� in which we avoid having to
solve the entire �vision problem� by asking a user to sup�
ply a small amount of starting information and perhaps
a continuing reasonableness check while the encoding
system runs� Such methods� of course� are more appro�
priate for media that undergo a post�production stage
than for live video� This system� developed by Becker�
interprets a group of uncalibrated two�dimensional im�
ages of a static architectural scene �perhaps a movie
set� as a single merged texture�mapped ��D model by
using perspective e�ects to infer vanishing points� focal
length� and camera orientation �Figure ��
 here a hu�
man can indicate in an approximate sense the relative
orientations of the ��D views one to another� greatly
simplifying the algorithm�s search space for feature cor�
respondences���� We are now using such models as the
basis for a video coding algorithm in which a ��D model
is transmitted once� and video taken in that space is rep�
resented as �automatically extracted� camera position�
heading� and optical characteristics� accompanied by an
error signal which accounts for noise� model mismatch�
and objects �e�g� people� not in the model�

��� Object Segmentation

Segmentation of the video data into portions that seem
to belong to coherent objects in space increases the mod�
i	ability and searchability of the resulting representa�
tion �it might also increase the quality of compressed
video� if the segmentation criterion is itself the basis for
a coder� or if coding�algorithmor bit�allocation decisions
are made on an object�by�object basis��
Researchers have used higher�level motion mod�

els������� or color and texture���� to segment video into
regions or layers� In such cases the segmentation crite�
rion is the model used by the decoder to reconstruct the
coded regions� and the objects are selected solely on the
basis of bitrate minimization� The resulting regions are
thus not necessarily those that would be chosen by a hu�
man as the elemental objects� and might not be useful
for applications like database search� image editing� or

�hot buttons�� Further� the de	nition of regions of inter�
est will vary from application to application� In special
e�ects matting� a single region may correspond to many
di�erent objects� In an interactive clothing catalog� it
might be desirable to segment a man�s shirt from his
trousers� while in a sports video with hyperlinks to each
athlete�s statistical information an entire person would
be one object�

Chalom has developed a software package that per�
mits a user implicitly to indicate the segmentation for
a video sequence by quickly dragging the cursor across
representative points for each desired object for only one
video frame �Figure ����� The system then 	nds regions
throughout the video sequence that have corresponding
color� texture� and motion� The underlying statistical
model is capable of identifying regions even if they have
multi�modaldistributions in one or more of these param�
eters �i�e� the system can correctly infer that a desired
region is either red or yellow but not orange��

� SCRIPTING

We have been considering a number of di�erent decoder
architectures� ranging from a �kit of parts� that could
be connected in various ways� to a �exible pipeline���� In
every case the 	rst step performed upon each set of data
is decompression� which reverses transform �or other �
e�g� wavelet� fractal� coding� quantization� run�length
coding� and variable�length coding as appropriate� The
last step before display is a z�bu�er compositing oper�
ation� which allows layering of multiple ��D objects or
hidden�surface removal for rendered ��D objects�

Assembling the objects into a 	nal image requires that
they be accompanied by scripting information� The lan�
guage might be as simple as a bit 	eld in a data packet
header� or as complex as a programming language� Our
current interpreted language� ISIS� is Scheme�like� but
based on arrays rather than lists to simplify memory
management� and with a number of special constructs
such as a data type called a �timeline� which can have
numeric values inserted at arbitrary real�numbered lo�
cations but can then be evaluated at any other real�
number index by interpolation���� In any event� like
PostScript� the language will rarely be edited directly�
being rather the result of a scene analysis algorithm or
a content authoring tool� In interactive or personalized
applications� the script control �ow and operational pa�
rameters for functional blocks might depend on user ac�
tions or state variables �such as user identity� history�
or display circumstances�� We have implemented it as
a real�time application program on the Cheops system
�to be described below�� and also under UNIX� though a
typical mid�range workstation manages to produce only
one or two frames per second�



� HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

The receiver requirements of large amounts of computa�
tion in a small� inexpensive� and easily reprogrammable
form has led us to the use of streams in multimedia pro�
cessing� In a stream�based system� one doesn�t think of
a processing element reading or writing memory
 instead
a speci	ed mapping turns a multidimensional data ar�
ray into an ordered one�dimensional sequence that �ows
through a processing element and then �through another
mapping� into a stored �or played� or displayed� desti�
nation array� An algorithm can therefore easily be de�
scribed in terms of a graph structure connecting storage
bu�ers with computational elements � thus process par�
allelism is expressed explicitly� and execution can be par�
allelized by a resource manager at run�time� supporting
multitaskingand hardware scalability� In �� we explain
how a suitable description of the dimensional mapping
can also describe data parallelism by making explicit the
subsections of larger arrays that can be processed inde�
pendently if multiple suitable processing elements are
available� The stream mechanism is particularly well
suited to algorithms where the same operations are ap�
plied to a large amount of data� such as those used in
audio and video processing�
In implementation� a stream system may consist of

specialized processors using hardware to implement the
stream communications� or general�purpose processors
in a shared memory con	guration using memory bu�ers
to perform all communications� Or� ideally� it may com�
bine general�purpose and specialized processors into a
heterogeneous system using both stream implementa�
tions� Even machines with a single general�purpose pro�
cessor may utilize the stream mechanism to their advan�
tage� Our 	rst implementation of a stream�based system
for video processing was Cheops���� which combined a
general�purpose CPU with a set of specialized proces�
sors connected through a full crosspoint switch to banks
of memory equipped with multidimensional DMA con�
trollers� Code execution was parallelized at run time by
a resource management daemon�

� APPLICATIONS

Reference ��� describes experiments in which we have
used an object�based representation for video program�
ming which displays di�erently under di�erent circum�
stances �for example� on a smaller window or narrower�
aspect�ratio display the video may contain more cuts�
pans� and close�ups than on a large� wide screen��
We have also handled audio in an object�based fash�

ion� rather than channels corresponding to speakers�
sound is represented as a set of localized sources and an
acoustical environment in which they are placed� These
sound sources are then linked to the visual objects with
which they are associated� As directed by the script�
perhaps in conjunction with user interaction� the au�
dio is �rendered� for the speakers associated with the

video display� Thus� the soundscape changes as the vi�
sual viewpoint is varied� Synthesis involves simulation
of the early reverberation process � for each speaker� a
separate 	nite�impulse�response 	lter is calculated and
applied to each sound source to give the e�ect of the
re�ections from walls � then a nondirectional di�use re�
verberation signal is calculated and added representing
steady�state room noise for all the sources and their
echoes���� Reference ��� discusses an implementation
in software on a mid�range workstation� which proved
able to generate sound for two speakers while running
UNIX and several other tasks� Until the analysis is
better developed� changes in production methods and
linkage with the video analysis can assist the process�
In our production experiments each actor has carried
a separate wireless microphone� and the video analysis
methods provided the locations from which their voices
emanate�

� CONCLUSIONS

As of this writing� several standardization e�orts are
moving in directions that address some of the issues I
have outlined above� Although MPEG�� is more con�
cerned with working on very low bandwidth channels
than with image quality or data �exibility� proposals
have included support for object segmentation and mul�
tiple representation types� VRML is 	rst and foremost
a language for describing virtual environments rather
than e�ciently coding real ones� but some of the pro�
posed extensions echo related concerns�
Much more research remains to be done in audio and

video analysis methods for object�based coding� as well
as in the design post�production tools that will enable
content producers to take full advantage of the poten�
tial responsiveness and �exibility of object�based video
and audio� Compression concerns will require develop�
ing more e�cient representations for certain types of
objects� particularly ��D models�
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Figure � Object segmentation example	 �Top�
Given one frame of a video sequence� a user indicates
desired image regions by dragging the cursor across rep�
resentative points for each� �Bottom� The result is a
segmentation of the entire video sequence � in this case
into 	ve regions � based on motion� color� texture� and
spatial coherence�

Figure �� Observation integration example	 Per�
spective is used to interpret uncalibrated ��D images
as ��D� and to merge multiple views into a single ��
D scene model� �Top� One view of a room with ex�
tracted edges overlaid� �Center� Wire�frame version of
model produced by merging information from 	ve pho�
tographs� �Bottom� Rendering of synthetic viewpoint
from merged model�


